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The aim of this thesis is to investigate how art and architecture can inform healing or provide 
space and events where healing can take place. Mental health has been a debated topic to 
centuries and still today, the common being has not grasped its complexities that bound us 
all unique. The stigma created by human perception has hindered our knowledge which has 
resulted in segregation.

The arts and art therapy have, over the years, been used to heal diff erent aliments such as 
cancer, mental illness, aids, abused woman and children, the elderly and have been success-
ful in doing so as it heals across all ages and race. The question I pose is can architecture do 
the same? Furthermore, can architecture be used to create spaces that encourage or induce 
healing?

The architectural intervention aims to re-integrate these segregated communities, specifi cally 
people with mental illness, back into society. The intervention aims to off er a place for reha-
bilitation, a place for healing, a half way house, a place for economic independence for those 
with mental illness and challenge traditional mental hospital model in order to de-stigmatise 
mental disability. 

Ho l i s t i c  The rapy
The Ant ido te :  A r t  and  A rch i tec tu re
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PRELUDE

ART  AS  THERAPY c1

In the search of exploring how art can be a remedy for healing I came across art therapy. Art ther-
apy is an alternative therapy that has been used since the late 1940s to help patients heal from 
physical and mental abuse and its associated illnesses. Art therapy’s treatment process begins 
with healing the mind or the “self” in order to bring about holistic healing and change in a person’s 
life. The following chapter explores the notion of how art , primarily art therapy, achieves this.
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Basotho iron age rock art -  
An artistic expression relaying a lived experience

c1

Art has always been a part of our culture, tradition and society. The human race has 
evolved with some form of art within cultural practices since our early beginnings and 
it seems inherent in all of us whether it is through praising of the gods, healing or rites of 
passage. Yet, as evident as this may be, many disregard the healing qualities that art pos-
sesses and the enhancement of lateral creativity that it can bring to us. To look at art as a 
tool for healing we have to transcend thresholds that rigidly bind us to the confi nements 
of our rational consciousness. We need to understand art beyond the traditional techni-
cal approach of artist and canvas. We need to free the boundaries from the mundane 
rules of art and explore the therapeutic qualities that it can enhance in all of us. The arts, 
whether in the performing arts (acting, dancing, singing), painting/sculpting, cooking or 
even gardening are a form of meditation where the creator is in tune with his/her centre. 
In this sense, art is a spirit that one unconsciously experiences with a sense of a healing.

For me, art is the creation of what the soul is crying out to express. It is the harmony that fi ne-
tunes the soul with what is real and tangible. If we are all architects of our reality, then art is 
an expression of how we see ourselves within ourselves in relation to the world around us. 
This means that artistic expression is personal and it is a journey of self-discovery -much like 
healing. 

It may be that the tendency to ignore this element of art lies with a misunderstanding of 
the perceptions of healing. Esther M. Sternberg (2010:14) defi nes healing as: “...If Illness and 
health are nouns, then healing is a verb. It is movement in a desired direction- a journey that 
takes you from illness to health.” By this interpretation, therefore, healing is an action: a 
decision one makes in search of better well-being.Fig. 2.
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Healing is...” a journey that takes you from illness to health.” (2010:14).

c1

I perceive a certain ignorance on man’s part when it comes to denying art as a form of heal-
ing or not seeing it as eff ective in bringing about positive change in a person’s life. Tessa 
Dally (1984:25) elaborates on how people often neglect the concept of art as healing based 
on how they perceive their own creativity or their relationship with art in general. This lack 
of understanding is a hindrance for people to gain insight into art’s meaning or message 
because art is an abstract means of communication. Art is detached from what is real and is 
more connected to what is felt and believed by our unconscious mind. In essence, it is from 
this emotional connection where the belief and will to heal begins.

With this in mind, I would like to explore art therapy to see how art can be used as a tool for 
healing. Art therapy takes a psychological approach by looking at the eff ectiveness of
art to promote healing. It is a therapeutic experience aimed at connecting with the inner-self 
to bring about change in a person’s lived experience. The question that needs to be asked is 
that, if art does have a healing eff ect how can architecture as an artistic science contribute to 
this? Can our environments cause us to heal or can it make us sick? I would like to explore the 
architecture which can be used as a tool for healing.
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ART  +  THERAPY  =  ART  THERAPY

Basotho women’s initiation: 
Their bodies are painted in decorative artistic patterns and motifs celebrating a rite of passage

c1

Art is an inherent feature in every society. It was used by our forebears as a medium through 
which to communicate and document important events revealed by way of trances and 
visions. The art became a historical record of the society’s existence, linked as it was to spiri-
tual rituals performed to guide future aspirations, dreams, wishes, rites of passage and the 
way of life of that society.
Clearly, it can be said that art has been linked as far back as the beginnings of our human her-
itage: whatever its form, medium or cultural background, art has been a symbol of human-
kind’s personal and cultural progression. By simultaneously refl ecting and predicting social 
trends, art has continued to cultivate a tradition of being a medium of personal expression 
and creative enlightenment. The visual arts in particular – be it drawing, painting, sculpture, 
dance, music – have been seen through a poetic lens as a creative rite.

Yet there is more to art than this– there is also the neglected aspect of its healing properties 
and qualities. The notion of art as therapy gained momentum over the past 70 years since 
the term “art therapy”, fi rst used in the 1940s, and the professional training of art therapists 
was established in the late 1980s in Britain (Fuller 1983: ix). Although art therapy has longer 
established roots in disciplines such as education, aesthetic art, psychology and psychoana-
lytic tradition, art therapy per se defi ned as “...the use of art and other visual media in a thera-
peutic or treatment setting.” (Dalley 1984: xii), is complex and diverse in its range of treatment. 
It can be applied in a situation with “...a child scribbling in crayons to express him or herself, to 
the mentally handicapped man working with clay to the graphic painting by a woman, deeply 
depressed,” (Dalley 1984: xii).
The     therapy    bond      is   through     a    fl ow     of     communication    between       client,      
art       and   therapist and   vice versa.

However, as these methods may be translated into forms of art, the main purpose of art 
therapy is that the creator and the process become the most important aspects in the 
creation of the artwork. Art then becomes a means of non-verbal communication to achieve 
both a conscious and unconscious state of expression. Sigmund Freud, pioneer of the disci-

Fig. 2.
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The fl ow of art therapy during a therapy session compared to an architect designing a building

“For there is a path that leads back from fantasy to reality- the path, that is, of 
art” (Freud 1973:423).  

c1

pline of psychoanalysis, made the distinction between primary and secondary processes of 
the human mind. He said the imagination, symbolic, non-verbal and non-discursive modes of 
thought belonged to the primary processing part of the mind, whereas the rational, verbal 
and analytic modes of thought belonged with the latter. These modes of processing repre-
sent the unconscious and conscious mind, respectively.

Both    these     processes     are “...adaptive and necessary for creative and healthy human life 
at any stage of development.” (Fuller 1983: x) and they have a complementary function to 
each other. Therefore, in any creative process both are equally important. The question is: 
when an architect creates or designs a building is he/she creating the building only from per-
sonal consciousness (all that is clear, correct and rational) or does his/her passion for what 
is being created become the driving force of his/her craft? Can one then say that the uncon-
scious mind takes over and he/she is then driven by what is felt?

The Oxford Dictionary defi nes the unconscious as “the part of the mind containing psychic 
material that is only rarely accessible to awareness but that has a pronounced infl uence on 
behavior “. This inter-action between the conscious and subconscious state of being means 
that by focusing on the conscious and unconscious mind in therapy, a therapeutic change is 
then possible, and this is what informs healing. “Therapy is the desire to bring change and 
clarity to human disorder” (Dalley 1984: xii). As Ullman (1961: 19) explains: 
“A therapeutic procedure is one designed to assist favorable changes in personality or in liv-
ing that will outlast the session itself.” The aims and eff ects of therapy are meant to produce 
a permanent change in a person’s life. Thus the very essence of art therapy is the therapeutic 
outcome in the process of creating or as Freud (1973: 423) puts it “For there is a path that leads 
back from fantasy to reality- the path, that is, of art.”

This is not to ignore that creativity is another important aspect of therapy. In fact, the cre-
ative process in art therapy is linked to how a person brings something new into their own 
existence. It is this ability that provides the potential force for therapy. A Freudian perception 
would see the genesis of creativity as personal confl ict (Dalley, 1984), meaning that the uncon-
scious defence mechanism acting against neurosis1 allows inner confl icts to be expressed in an 
act of creativity. This expressed in a pictorial sense is described as a dream or a dream state to 
Freud 1962: 90), who likens art to dreams...
“We experience it [a dream] predominantly in visual images; feelings may be 
present too, and thoughts interwoven in it as well; the other senses may also 
experience something, but nonetheless it is predominantly a question of images. 
Part of the diffi  culty of giving an account of dreams is due to our having trans-
lated these images into words. “I could draw it”, a dreamer often says to us, “but 
I don’t know how to say it.”

1  Defi nition: A functional disorder in which feelings of anxiety, obsessive thoughts, compulsive acts, and physical 

complaints without objective evidence of disease, in various degrees and patterns that dominate the personality.  
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Expressing what is felt through art not spoken word

c1

Art therapy encourages this pictorial of the self and the art produced is seen as a 
spontaneous process released from the unconscious through introspection. There-
fore making the art produces a projection of what is felt, experienced or of the self.

On the other hand, Jungians2 defi ne creativity as fi nding form to express inner feelings, be-
liefs and thoughts and to see these as an important experience in the art process. Carl Gustav 
Jung, as pioneer of analytical psychology, believes that the function of creativity is to restore 
psychological balance through symbolic meaning. He defi ned the creative process as that 
through which an idea or conceptual thought is born and eventually the art is manifested in 
the creative process of making. As Naumberg (1958: 511) explains:

“The process of art therapy is based on the recognition that man’s most funda-
mental thoughts and feelings derive from the unconscious, reach expression in 
images rather than words.”

Through the process of creativity, a person is both physically and emotionally engaged. By this 
defi nition it is thus the fusion between art and therapy that informs healing or adheres to a 
therapeutic state since both are a natural consequence of each other. Even though art, in its 
own right, is therapeutic, patients cannot necessarily paint their way back to health. It is only 
with the help of a therapist that emotions and confl icts surface to help the patient. The art 
that is created is done with the full understanding of its creator that it may be psychologically 
analyzed to its fullest capacity. The art is not necessarily beautiful or obvious in its meaning 
and content. It is up to the therapist to pick up on the signifi cance. 

“Unlike dreams, art therapy creations can be represented in concrete form for all to see. The 
choice of colours and materials used are sometimes be signifi cant. It is not just what is depicted, 
but how it is depicted and why it is depicted in a particular way that is talked about. The picture, 
once it is created forms, like a photograph, a permanent record of the state of mind of the sub-
ject and of the way he constructed his life situation and the people important to him at the time. 
The creation can be referred back to minutes, weeks, months or years before and is viewed in 
conjunction with subsequent pictures. A sequence of pictures can often graphically reveal chang-
es in attitudes or relationships over time.”
John Birchnell (1984:37)
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Communication, though not verbal, in art therapy is very important. As language is often a bar-
rier, the medium through which therapist and patient may communicate is best done through 
art. Mental illness, trauma or anxiety may be the source of the language barrier and art therapy 
then allows the patient to express him/herself outside the boundaries of language. Through 
this process of expressing innermost feelings the patients can liberate themselves and begin 
the process of healing. The emotions and thoughts communicated in the art work may be dis-
cussed after the session with a therapist. Through retrospection and refl ection of innermost 
feelings the patient can begin to make an eff ective and permanent change in his/her life. It 
is only from this change and acknowledgement of the self that one can change and grow.

“Action” therapies add even greater value to art therapy. Known as catharsis2, these thera-
pies become a powerful release of emotions and enable the subject to connect with the sup-
pressed emotion and vent it out. This is done by attaching a string of emotions to an object or 
character represented in a picture and through artistic expression exerting the emotion. This 
represents a safe, half-way stage as with physical gestures or words the subject can confront  
confl ict without it being physically displayed in the same space.

2 The purging of the emotions or relieving of emotional tensions, through certain kinds of art such as drama, dance 

or music 
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ART  THERAPY  IN  A  SPACE  OF  THE  “SELF” 

Jung’s model of the Psyche interpretation by author

Jung’s model of the Psyche interpretation by author

c1

Art in a therapeutic environment is viewed in a completely diff erent way. Carl Jung contrib-
uted to art work, not only in the fi elds of psychopathology and neurosis, with what he calls 
the Self. The Self, to Jung was far more important in the human psyche than the Ego which 
he defi ned as the centre of consciousness. His theory was that if the Ego preserves the 
conscious mind against the unconscious, then the Self resolves the inherent confl ict as it is 
positioned between the two, and relates to both equally and thus forms the centre of the 
man’s totality (Jung, 1981).

It is interesting to learn that the spontaneous depiction of the Self in human beings is of-
ten of a geometrical or numerical nature such as that of a circle and square. The square, 
refl ects a child and a circle usually represents an adult’s symbolic wholeness in every cul-
ture from the earliest times of man. This shape suggests an inner desire for order and in-
ner security which is fundamental in the development of the personality. The Self is what 
is nurtured and healed in therapy, the fundamental core of the whole process. This is what 
needs to show itself during therapy. For this, much-needed appearance and development 
of the Self, it is imperative that the environment is an appropriate therapeutic “space”.

This space in art therapy is both fi gurative and literal. In the fi gurative sense, space, is where 
the therapist creates a “free and sheltered space” (Kalff  1980:29) in which a person gains a 
sense of security where they are safe enough to show their total personality, the Self. 

The subject is then able to trust and confi de in the “mother’s”3 support because of the estab-
lished internal environment. This “potential” or “free” space is a place created by both therapist 
and subject, where fantasy meets reality, where creativity meets emotions in the therapeutic 
creation of art. This “free” space has to be created in diff erent environments and therapeutic 
communities: in schools, mental hospitals, prisons and other places of rehabilitation, in order 
to create a therapeutic bond. The literal space is therefore as important as the fi gurative ther-

3 The “mother” in art therapy and psychology relates to the persona of the therapist. 
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The Child

The Adult

The Self

JUNG SYMBOLS OF IDENTIFICATION

c1

apeutic space experienced between the subject and the therapist. A comfortable, safe space 
needs to be created allow the subject to open up to the therapist. This is where therapy begins 
to use the external world and the built environment to relate to an internal state of being. A place 
where the therapists needs to “stay with a client in the space they are in...” Haley Berman4

4 The founder of Lefi ka La Phodiso, an NGO art therapy centre, in Parktown Johannesburg 
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ARCHI TECTURE  AS  A  HEAL ING SPACE

Window as a “portal” into health

c1

How then, does architectural space appropriate this idea? Can a space make you sick or can 
it help you heal? Healing in psychology, medicine and even in the spiritual sense involves a 
process where the patient or the recipient receives a physically external antidote in order 
to help them heal. It is then up to the patient to take the inward step of acceptance and ret-
rospection in order to progress the healing. However, if we ignore the qualities of physical 
context it could involuntarily slow the healing process.

Easter Sternberg (2010), divulges that a study published in Science magazine in 1984 showed 
that when hospital wards looked out onto nature the patients healed faster. It was modern-
ist architect, Roger Ulrich who performed the experiments that proved that window views 
could aff ect healing. Ulrich chose 46 patients, 23 of which had beds near windows that over-
looked a landscape of trees and the other 23 looked onto a brick wall. After studying their 
vital signs and their pain medication doses it showed that the patients that were positioned 
by the window needed fewer doses of pain medication and were healing at a rapid rate than 
the others. These new discoveries, at the time, infl uenced new hospital design with big-
ger windows and skylights to allow more natural light into the wards to help patients heal. 
Hospitals also had solariums6 at the end of every ward so that patients could sit and absorb 
the healthy rays of the sun. This meant that hospital wards provided for treatment facilities 
in the ward where medication and rest were provided for, and
healing facilities where one could relax and enjoy nature and the healthy rays of the sun. In 
addition, natural sunlight and air were the most eff ective ways of purifying the air and killing 
bacteria.

The idea of the window was not only an apparatus to bring light in to a building; it had 
become a “portal” that transcended patients from the painful reality of illness to a space 
of meditation that lead to relief. It was  a  way  of accessing memories of better times and 
places that progressed patients to better health.
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The connection with nature. Creating spaces that have an indoor outdoor relationship

c1

The window as a portal in the late 19th century, conferences such as the Woods Hole Con-
ference were held to infl uence supportive workshops that would help encourage and give 
architects and neurologist the necessary tools that could promote healing. After a series of 
introductory lectures architects and neurologist broke up into two separate groups to brain-
storm about the eff ect of the window. The architects measured light intensity, wavelength, 
colour, temporary airfl ow and levels of activity in a room. The neurologists measured the 
responses such as stress and relaxation. They also monitored the patients stress hormones 
in saliva, changes in heart rate and breathing, and doses of pain medication and the length 
of hospital stays. In the end, both groups decided that by improving and monitoring of all 
the above, the patients’ physical environment and stimuli received can help speed up the 
process of recovery and healing. 

“...elucidating how the brain perceives physical space, how we remember and navigate the 
world around us, and how all this can aff ect emotions...” We can begin to link “those who de-
sign physical space with those who seek to understand the brain’s responses to it.” (Sternberg 
2010:10)

Nature is an important asset to the built environment. It introduces the Self to a space of 
calmness and serenity. It provides a space for meditation and refl ection that allows one to 
connect with the Self. The use of natural elements such as greenery and water appeals to all 
the senses which help in the healing process. Architecture as compared to any other art form 
can have spiritual benefi ts to human beings and to the natural landscape or environment 
which it displaces and harms when it is constructed. The ideal would be when architecture 
and nature complement and respond critically to each another and allow for a symbiotic 
coexistence.

Certainly, our physical space aff ects the way we feel and react. The process of healing and 
recovery is brought about by how we feel in a space. This is enabled by the fact that the cells 
and molecules in our brains produce a blend of signals called Intola perception. They help in 
enabling us to sense and negotiate the space around us. We can determine how the nerve 
chemicals in our brains aff ect us according to the way we react to our environment which 
inadvertently infl uences our immune systems to help us heal. This brain function reinforces 

the argument that our environments can make us sick as much as they can be a powerful 
variable in healing us.

Nerve chemicals create the mood balances involved in creating our perception of the world 
around us. As human beings, we create an image of place based on the information we 
receive through our senses, which in turn creates a sense of place. As our perception of 
place changes, so does our mood and our health. In our mind places, feeling and moods are 
intertwined, therefore by evoking certain moods and emotional memory in a physical space 
one can cause brain hormones and chemicals to change in a positive way to help healing.

If our senses are an important factor in how we perceive and react in a space then we can 
discern that the senses are much like are in that they are like a “...gateway between reality 
and our feelings” (Day, 1995: 49). Our senses are also signifi cant as they tell us what is impor-
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A sacred space in cave in the Lesotho Mountains. This space off ers a heightened sense of acknowledgment of one’s 
surroundings, spiritual centre and consciousness of the self  

c1

tant in our environment and architecture is a sense of environmental design, an art, which 
can be used to nourish the senses.

Phenomenological theories of architecture are based on the experience of space and are 
largely focused on the elevation of all the senses to achieve a heightened experience.

One can consider architecture as a vessel for human experience as humans, naturally, experi-
ence their surroundings through the senses: smell, sight, touch, smell, sound – all must be 
aroused. However, due to the hierarchy of the sense of sight, architecture is usually only ex-
perienced visually while other senses have been neglected. This produces architecture that is 
visually biased and devoid of any lived experience.

Sensual architecture, however, attempts to consider all the senses while fusing the sense of 
self with the experience of our surroundings. This creates buildings that allow the Self to be 
comfortable and enables one to be free to express oneself in a space moulded and crafted 
for living. These spaces, then, become like art, in that they enable the expression of Self in 
a fulfi lled existence. It is my contention that architecture should be a creation of space that 
strengthens and stimulates the Self.

Since all the senses connect to the Self physically and emotionally through emotional mem-
ory there is no reason why they cannot be used to create an enriched layering of spaces. 
Pallasmaa, (2005) elaborates:
...the sense of self, strengthened by art and architecture, allows us to engage 
fully in the mental dimensions of dream, imagination and desire... [so that] In-
stead of merely creating objects of visual seduction, profound architecture re-
lates, mediates and projects signifi cance, It defi nes horizons of perception, feel-
ing and meaning; our perceptions and experiences of the world are signifi cantly 
altered by architecture. 

Fig. 3.
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 Intuitive process shown by architecture 
moulded from the earth by the hand 
 

Users defi ning space
Light and the quality of light is celebrated

c1

Architecture is a means by which a human being explores and experiences his surroundings. 
We experience our world through constructed form. Therefore, by understanding one’s 
existential space, which is the relationship between the human and his environment, one can 
begin to defi ne oneself within one’s environment. Architecture, in terms of space-making, 
is an intimate refl ection of the user and how he/ she perceives their space. Man lives when 
he can orientate himself within an environment and proclaim his identity, so that he experi-
ences his environment as a meaningful experience. The sense of place is therefore important 
in the “art of space making” as it helps the user defi ne the use of space and how to use it.

People all over the world perform similar functions and tasks such as cooking, eating and 
sleeping but they all take place in diff erent ways and demand diff erent spaces according to 
diff erent cultural traditions and environmental conditions, this being their “human nature” 
or “social identity”. Thus the essence of place, removed from its functional approach is its 
identity to the user. This “place” can be experienced with all
our human senses and memory so making the space more meaningful. 

An intuitive process occurs in the success of architecture and place-making. This is the mo-
ment the user becomes the architect of the space and an instantaneous balance of experi-
ence occurs when the user becomes the architecture and the architecture becomes an 
extension of one’s self - that is when architecture is “experienced”.

Vernacular architecture such as that of the Ndebele people in South Africa provides lessons 
we can learn to achieve architecture that is both sensual and what phenomenologist’s call 
the “lived experience”. Vernacular architecture responds to climate, materials, social form, 
local resources and rendition. It concerns itself with materiality, texture and the enrichment 
of the senses. Peter Zumthor (2006) writes on human experience in architecture that form 
is developed out of human experience as seen in vernacular architecture. He believes that 
the architecture should be created as a result of sound, light, materials and construction. 
In vernacular architecture, the architecture is shaped by the hand and is moulded from the 
expression of traditional identity and the inner self. It is created through a silent meditation 
of moulding materials into spaces and light apertures. The craft of making creates interest-
ing shapes, patterns and colours that capture light which enhances their beauty. Zumthor 

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.
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“The artistic dimension of a work of art does not lie in the actual physical thing; it exists only in 

the consciousness of the person experiencing it...Its meaning lies not in its forms, but in the images 

transmitted by the forms and the emotional force that they carry,” (Pallasmaa1986:449)

c1

also establishes the connection between light and the quality of life. He says the presence of 
light in architecture indicates the presence of life, which reveals the quality of life (2006:61). 
Light in architecture is very important as it captures the essence of a space which gives it 
character. A character, that is remembered and which can be recalled in memory through 
the senses. This light quality has the ability to transcend its user to therapeutic state of mind 
that is recalled far beyond its lived experience. The experience of a place may be infl uenced 
by much fragmented reasoning based on the user’s memory, emotions and cultural back-
ground; however something will be remembered of the experience. As Pallasmaa (1986:449) 
observes:
The artistic dimension of a work of art does not lie in the actual physical thing; it exists only in 
the consciousness of the person experiencing it...Its meaning lies not in its forms, but in the 
images transmitted by the forms and the emotional force that they carry. 

Colour and light are the essentials in architecture as they infl uence the way we live and, as 
mentioned above, Zumthor (2006:61) reveals the quality of that life Well-controlled lighting 
can enhance the feeling one gets when one walks into a space which can inculcate feelings 
of well-being and comfort or opposes fear and discomfort. Colour and light can be used to 
stimulate the senses and evoke emotion. In architecture, more especially in its vernacular all 
over the world, colour and light provide signifi cant meaning. 

Jean-Philippe Lenclos (1999), describes the connection with colour as being symbolic and sa-
cred in diff erent parts of the world. In his investigation of vernacular architecture worldwide 
he discloses the diff erent meanings of colour and how its symbolism is diverse and touches 
upon the “human” with regard to religion, morals, customs, psychology, art and habitat (1999: 
24). He also looks at how the Ndebele and Sotho people decorate their houses. It is not only 
as a solely decorative element as it carries a “sacred quality, bearing witness to their faithful-
ness to tradition.” (1999: 25). The Basotho women paint their houses in symbolic colours that 

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.
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Traditional Ndebele house
Its colours and patterns convey meaning of the woman, a home and the ancestors 

c1

are important in the initiation process into womanhood. The “woman” is thus an extension 
of her home. The colours and patterns she paints on her home are a meaningful refl ection of 
herself and her identity. Moreover in the coming and going of the rains and the arrival of new 
seasons she will mould and sculpt again, so practising her craft on a new canvas where she is 
free to express her creativity. The tradition of mural painting was originally done by the Sotho 
and was later adopted by the Ndebele (Zuthor,1999: 154). The mouldings and paintings made 
by the hand, represent an interesting notion of art and architecture. They are done as a form 
of prayer to the ancestors to mediate between human beings and God and to ask for rain and 
fertility ( Zumthor, 1999: 154). This type of architecture is not purely ocular-centric, therefore, 
but is rather a dedication to God and the ancestors. It is also a symbolic indication of a healing 
bond between human beings and the ancestors as Zumthor (1999: 10) explains:

It seems anchored in ancient, elemental knowledge about man’s 
use of materials, and at the same time to expose the very essence of 
these materials which is beyond all culturally conveyed meaning.

Zumthor also believes that the core of architecture lies in its construction, choice of mate-
rial and how it is all put together. These basic architectonic qualities are passed down from 
generation to generation, formulating an architecture that has structural integrity and is true 
to its function. 

The element of the “art” on architecture is one that is not solely ornamental and decorative, 
but that it has a spiritually symbolic function and is layered with meaning. When observing 

Fig. 8.
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the intuitive process of making architecture, it’s almost as if we formulate our own “ab-
stract” ideas of what we envisage a space to be, through special images from memory we 
assemble architecture to be a part of the real world. 

It not only seems that art is inherent in all of us, it is also possible that architecture is inher-
ent in all of us. From the development of the fi rst human shelter, humans have always con-
nected the craft of making to a signifi cant act of personal growth and of being in tune with 
ourselves and the world around us, which is essentially an act of healing and therapy. As an 
act of healing it is symbolic of our perseverance as a species to live a fulfi lled existence.

In exploring art as healing, architecture as an art and lastly, architecture as a healing space, I 
can deduce that the common bond between them is that art does have healing qualities and 
it can be said that such healing qualities provide therapeutic harmony in all of us. I believe its 
eff ects may be limitless in measuring the benefi ts to the Self. The journey of healing through 
art seems to be a process of retrospection, Self growth and Self discovery. This investiga-
tion has brought about key design objectives that may be crucial in my site criteria and space 
making concepts for my architectural intervention.

The connection to Self: Healing begins when one is in a space of retrospection. 

The space however is one that must be comfortable and a refl ection of oneself. 

The connection with the City: The city environment is harsh and busy and 
tends not to off er many places or spaces of retrospection and contemplation. The site 
should be a part of the city but detached from the fast pace. The end-user should be able 
to arrive conveniently with public transport to the site to allow a large catchment of people 
seeking a place for healing. The site should also be in a place that is not diffi  cult to navigate 
and fi nd. 

The connection to Nature: Human beings cannot live without natural surround-
ings. The symbiotic relationship that exists between the two is one that has to be nurtured. 
A physical and visual link with nature has positive benefi cial qualities that help in healing and 
health in general.

The connection with Light:  Natural sunlight kills harmful bacteria and cleans 
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air. Apart from these obvious natural benefi ts of sunlight, natural light - when controlled - 
gives a space character that is sensual so giving a space an emotive quality which can be felt 
by the end-user. Light is also a symbol of growth and life as it benefi ts the natural world in 
that way. 

Healing of Dead spaces: Our physical environments aff ect the way we feel and 
react. It is necessary to appeal to all the senses to create sensual architecture that can be 
comprehended by the Self in order to be comfortable enough and feel at one with the ar-
chitecture. Bearing in mind that spaces and places that appeal to the senses are recalled and 
become a part of the user, vacant, deserted places in the city need to be healed and given a 
purpose. To combat dead spaces in the city the choice of site may either be within the city or 
on its outskirts, where new developments are taking place. 
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S I TE /  Hea l ing  a  dead space

 -  S i te  Se lec t ion 
 -  S i te  Va r ia t ions
 -  S i te  Rat iona le
 -  S i te  I n t roduct ion
 -  S i te  Ana ly s i s
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The journey to fi nd a site that is suitable for an intervention that deals with therapy and heal-
ing presented lots of options in a city as diverse as Johannesburg. In order to fi nd the ideal site 
I used the site criteria that I deduced from my theoretical investigation that became the basis 
of defi ning where the appropriate site should be.

I looked for a site that dealt with healing a ‘dead’ space in the city, that would in turn give back 
to its micro community and the macro community of the city’s inhabitants at large in the form 
of a green space or a space that could become an urban platform for the public to express 
itself. 
Moreover a space that would help defeat social boundaries off ering a space that is neutral as 
a space or place for healing. The site criteria also deals with the connection to a sacred space 
because as human beings it helps us transcend on a path of healing as we connect to our spiri-
tual ‘self’.  This sacred space in not in a form or a place of worship specifi c to any kind of dainty 
but rather a place that allows for contemplation.                      

The site also has to be within the city as a city is a place that brings people together, it’s an 
Interconnected web of people that come together with their diff erent causes unifi ed in a city 
landscape. The urban landscape is a place where intimacy boundaries collide in urban sprawl 
creating an energy that makes one conscious of one’s personal existence and coexistence 
with fellow mankind and more importantly one’s surroundings. Nature is the binding aspect 
that I believe completes the cycle of our mutual existence in our surroundings. Nature also 
softens the harsh urban landscape, its contradiction with hard ‘immortal’ materials that make 
up our urban environments juxtaposed by genetic living material reconnects human beings 
to the notion that life is a cycle of change, growth, healing and decay. Using the site criteria 
stipulated above as inspiration, these are the site variations I discovered.

c2

Aerial images from Google Earth
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S I TE  VAR IAT IONS
This site would have been too busy and most likely only accessible to peo-
ple living in Soweto. Even though the site is in close proximity to a church 
its also in a contrasting environment of liquor stores, a run down motel 
etc. The site is only accessible via taxi and private car.

This site is on a busy main road, easily accessible from the highway from 
the city into Johannesburg, however, public transport doesn’t stop there 
and the fl ow of traffi  c is too busy.
A positive notion is that the site is close to Chris Hani Hospital.

Newtown is Johannesburg’s cultural precinct so the building would have 
been well placed if its main focus has to do with art. The site is an under 
used parking lot so the project would give a useful building to the city, 
however its surrounding  building context did not link to the buildings 
function as a place for healing.

This site I thought would be ideal as it was a space that needed to be 
healed and the project would give the space meaningful connections to 
the city and the general public. It is close to public transport and the high-
way moreover the building could potentially become an iconic city build-
ing. 
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The site is on the old Johannesburg Hospital precinct that is based in the 
health precinct of Johannesburg which related to my thesis topic how-
ever the existing high rise apartment buildings would look down onto the 
site where intimate/private programme is positioned. The site is close to 
public transport nodes such as taxi’s and the gautrain. The surrounding 
context is busy with pedestrian movement and active retail 

This site sits on the outskirts of Hillbrow and Parktown. It is easily ac-
cessible by all forms of public transport  and is within close proximity to 
Parklane Hospital and Johannesburg General Hospital. The site is current-
ly a building site for Wits University new student residence.

The site is close to in an abandoned part of the city even though it’s in 
Parktown. An important aspect of this site being a part of the options 
is that it is right opposite most of Johannesburg’s Mental disability NGO 
offi  ces that are house in what was the old  Johannesburg Children’s Hos-
pital. The site seem detached from the city even though it is in the city 
regarding its connectivity and low pedestrian and vehicular traffi  c levels 

This site is in a decapitating neighborhood on the edge of Bertrams. This 
site is in a quiet however dangerous residential area, defi nitely in a place 
that needs healing. The site is shares an iconic visual link with the city yet 
remains detached on a hillside surrounded by natural landscape.

S I TE  VAR IAT IONS
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The site intensities numeric rating system is based on observations and assumptions of each site. 
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Aerial images from Google Earth
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The site I have chosen is the Bertrams site. This site is ideal as it is coherent with the site cri-
teria that I have deduced from a theoretical approach. The site is on a valley slope that falls 
between Hillview and Bertrams. The site is still largely untainted by any built structure and is 
still in its natural condition, which is abundant with indigenous foliage cascading down the 
hill. 

Finding a site that was well connected to nature was imperative to my theoretical underpin-
nings of my the desired intervention.  The site is in a residential suburb east of the Johan-
nesburg city centre therefore the site visually connects with the city away from its escalating 
intensities. This off ers a space that has low noise levels, where intimate connections with the 
self can be made in a conducive environment.

Bertrams is an area that is challenged with socio-economic issues such as crime, unemploy-
ment, poverty, crime etc and as a result the area is in a state of dilapidation and decay. The 
chosen site is a formation of four house stands, of which two site are comprised of houses 
that are in a state of severe degradation and have been illegally occupied. This presents an 
opportunity to heal the immediate site and provide an urban space that can be used by the 
community of Bertrams as public open space is scare in the area. 

Furthermore the intervention, tied with the Johannesburg Development Agency’s (JDA) 
future plans to create housing and commercial developments in the Bertrams, it will also be-
come an urban development catalyst that could spark redevelopment  healing not only the 
suburb and community of Bertrams but the Johannesburg community at large.

S I TE  RAT IONALEc2
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Bertrams is one of Johannesburg’s oldest inner city suburbs with houses dating back from 
1920 and art deco apartment blocks dating back from 1940. It is positioned in between High-
lands and Troyeville to the north and south respectively. Bertrams was originally conceived as 
a middle-class suburb, adjoining Old Doorenfontein which was a suburb for the wealthy.  

Today Bertrams is an area that is facing a socio-economic crisis that is characterized by pov-
erty, crime, drug and alcohol abuse, unemployment, xenophobia, high occupancy rates, slum 
lording (GEP Bertrams Derby Road Precinct Draft Precinct Plan, section 2) to mention a few. 
Living conditions in the suburb are dilapidated and have gone through a state of degrada-
tion. 

Institutions that are still in the area are the Gerald Fitzpatrick Home for the Aged, Gauteng 
Mental Health Society and Social Services at the bowls. These institutions have many commu-
nity outreach programmes that play a critical role to the Bertrams residents.

c2
Pg 31
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Of the city >>>>
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Aerial images from Google Earth
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<<< The journey  from site leading back to the city on 
Charles Carlton Terrace GEP Bertrams Derby Road Precinct Aerial images from Goggle Earth

Charles Carlton Terrace
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SITE
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Visual connection of the iconic city buildings from the site

I con ic  landmark s
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BRT station
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Pedestrian Movement
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Aerial images from Google Earth
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Urban green space
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Aerial images from Google Earth
Images from GEP Bertrams Derby Road Precinct Draft Precinct Plan, 
section 3, please see references.
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S i te  sca le  compar i son  exe rc i se 
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Paimio Sanatorium, Finland

Tara Hospital, Sandton, Johannesburg

Helen Joseph Hospital, Ward 2

Therme Baths Vals, Gaubunden, Switzer-
land

Gauteng Mental Health Society, Bertrams, 
Johannesburg

Walberton Halfway psychiatric House, 
Parktown, Johannesburg

 

This scaling exercise compares the chosen site to 
buildings which have are intended to be places of 
healing and wellness for diff erent uses and users. 
This exercise also helps put programmatic features 
of the intervention into perspective.

Aerial images from Google Earth
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PRECEDENTS/ 
 -  Pa im io  Sanato r ium,  Aa lva  Aa l to
 -  The rme Baths  Va l s ,  Pe te r  Zumtho r
 -  Cent ra l  Gauteng  Menta l  Hea l th  Soc ie ty
 -  He len  Joseph  P sych ia t r ic  ward  2
 -  Ve rnacu la r  A rch i tec tu re -  So tho  A rch i tec tu re
 -  Ve rnacu la r  A rch i tec tu re -  Le la  A rch i tec tu re

c3 Chapte r  3
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Soil from places all around the world juxtaposed with indigenous 
vernacular architecture mural art from South Africa

c3

Fig. 9.
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Through the study of these precedent studies I aim to investigate architecture that provides 
environments that are conducive to healing, have therapeutic qualities and have a sensory ap-
proach to design. The environments must show case how architectural spaces should or can 
be designed to improve a patients well-being. These will off er pivotal design criteria intended 
to achieve the desired therapeutic setting of my  intervention. These precedent studies will 
provide positive tools and eff ects that may be used to in designing benefi cial environments for 
the facilities users, staff  and the general public. They will also assist in providing guidelines to 
follow to achieve the desired intervention.

PRELUDE

c3
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“I mean the question of variability, the possibility of interaction between man and his environment 
and his objects, where the environment fulfi l is the psychological need for constant regeneration 
and change. An ordinary cure for present-day man’s nervous disorders is changing his environment. 
It is obvious that his most intimate surroundings should be created with what I would almost like 
to call the automatic possibility of constant change.” 
Aalvar Aalto, 1935 (1978:50)

c3

Fig.10 
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Aalvar Aalto’s rise to success as a modernist architect to the level of modernist pioneers such 
as Walter Gropius, Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe is by his new architectural visions of 
his time to service the sick and isolated people, this predominantly largely seen the design of  
his sanatoriums in modernist times. He practiced his own version of modernist architecture 
diverging from the dogma of modernism (1998:11).

Aalvar Aalto believed that architecture should not just operate solely as a functionalist ma-
chine but it should be well suited for its inhabitants and users as he had identifi ed , long before 
explorations of environmental psychology that our surroundings the eff ect us. This is evident 
in the design of Paimio Sanatorium in Finland. Aalto had the opportunity to site the sanatori-
um on the mountainous pine slopes of Finland that boosted beautiful views all round the site. 
Nature became a driving factor for the design as the plan fans out ‘bio-dynamically’ positioned 
to the compass over the site taking full advantage of its views and natural sunlight. 

Sanatoriums were ideal for principles of functionalism and modernism as they were predomi-
nantly focused on light, fresh air, sun and connection with nature. However, Aalto also fo-
cused his eff ects on creating a building that would combine recent medical and psychological 
views together with advanced construction technology at the time to creating a building that 
would function like a “medical instrument”(1994:68-69) 

The Sanatorium’s shape of plan is derived from the separation of diff erent health variants of 
the patients so that similar groups are close to one another to form a wing. The wings are 
linked by the central building that has common services and functions needed in all the build-
ings. The building services are intelligently hidden in central columns that can be maintained 
from the corridor away from the patients. Paimio Sanatorium is unique as it pays attention to 
the patients needs. The wards are stacked with ribbon windows that form a continuous band 
around the building that open out to cantilevered sun balconies that are south facing to allow 
optimum light into the wards. These long balconies allow patients to come out to enjoy the 
healthy rays of the sun and air in groups. The healthier patients can use the roof top solarium 
that has spectacular views of the surrounding landscapes and tree tops. 

c3

Sun balconies on the edge of the sanatorium Patients can enjoy view out to the natural land-
scapes on the pine slopes of Finland

Fig.11 Fig.12 
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Aalto states that “the ordinary room is a room for the vertical person so on must be designed 
with that in mind” (1995:56), thus the two-bed rooms are predominantly with that in mind: 
the ceilings are painted darker than the walls to have a more restful gaze; the room light is 
mounted away from the wall and the patients head to avoid harsh light, is then refl ected off  
the walls and ceiling where a semi circle is painted. The slabs are canted to refl ect light back 
into the room to provide a sense of visual release. 

Colour is very carefully thought of as colour schemes vary around the hospital to stimulate 
and soothe according. Main circulation routes are bright in colour and shared, more public 
spaces are painted in calmer tones. The design approach of Paimio Sanatorium is for the pa-
tients well being and is dedicated to catering to the needs of its patients manifested in every 
detail, prevalent quality of natural light and sunlight. Its spatial qualities and therapeutic envi-
ronment was benefi cial to the treatment of what was the then prominent virus, Tuberculosis 
till today’s adapted function as a conventional hospital. This Sanatorium’s healing properties 
must be commended for its functionalistic approach and service to the people of Finland. 

Pa im io  Sanato r ium,  F in land c3

Sections through  Aalto’s “ordinary” room. The focus 
being on light quality to improve wellness

The colours and furniture of the Sanatorium were care-
fully chosen to provide a healing environment.

Fig.13 Fig.14 
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The work of Peter Zumthor exemplifi es what sensual architecture should be. He treats his 
architecture as “ a bodily mass, a membrane, a fabric, a kind of covering, cloth, 
velvet, silk”... “A body that can touch me” Peter Zumthor (2006:23). 

He looks at architecture with a poetic quality that he exhumes to his work. His work on Theme 
Vals provides a clear insight of designing with the senses and how he works sensitively with 
lighting and materiality. 
“The sense that I try to instill into materials is beyond all rules of composition, and their tangi-
bility, smell and acoustic qualities are merely elements of the language that we obliged to use. 
Sense emerges when I succeed in bringing out the specifi c meanings of certain materials in my 
buildings, meanings that can only be perceived in just this way in this one building.” (Zumthor 
1999:11) 

ZUMTHOR

The building sits isolated as if it were a grass covered stone sunken into the mountain, under-
stated so that it does not take away from its impressive natural landscape. Zumthor wanted 
to keep the building as natural architectonic structure that avoids natural forms but rather as 
a homogenous stone mass that depicted a sense of being hollowed out of the sunken spring 
water basins and galleys  “chiselled out of the dense mountain rock” (1998:157). The initial pro-
posal of the building being a cave brought forth the idea cutting through the stone mass 
that fi lters light from the top into the engraved spaces. The ceiling consists of cantilevered 
concrete slabs separated with fi ssures to allow light into the spaces giving these spaces an 
emotive feel. All the senses are stimulated through the experience of the space, materials and 
the light that eludes plays on them. 

c3

Site plan of the thermal bath vals surrounded by 
hotel 

Fig.16 

Fig.15 

Fig.17 Fig.17 9zz.
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“... there was a feeling for the mystical nature of the world of stone inside the mountain, for darkness and light, for the 
refl ection of light upon the water, for the diff usion of light through steam-fi lled air, for the diff erent sounds that water 
makes in stone surrounding, for warm stone and naked skin, for the ritual of bathing. “ Peter Zumthor (1998:156).
The water, light and heat defi ne areas in the ritual of bathing at the Therme Vals. Tunnelled passages lead bathers from change rooms to the other side of the bath. 

The spring water is poured from wall mounted copper pipes that stain the stone beneath it. 
The changing rooms lead out onto long balcony spaces that overlook the therme that ramp 
down to the baths. Below the baths are therapy rooms for massage and physiotherapy.  

The simplicity of the architecture, fi xture and materials doesn’t take away from the eluded 
environment but rather adds sensual depth to the design of all the spaces. Zumthor invites 
the body into a new recollection of memory and encryption of texture, temperature, light and 
sound are not only read visually but are also comprehended by the sense of touch.

The Gauteng Mental Health Society is a halfway house established in 1919 for people who 
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Inside the bath chambers light seeps through light fi ssures 
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suff er from mental illness and intellectual disabilities. It off ers a wide range of psychologi-
cal services and residential care for people who are aff ected by mental disability. It is a non 
government organization that work towards empowering powering children and adults with 
mental disability with skills, therapy and an independence in the society in which they are 
stigmatized upon.
Most of the service users are suppose to stay at the centre for 3years maximum but due to 
neglect or abuse by their care takers they end up staying there permanently. 

Various programmes are run on a daily basis of which all their service users take part in on a 
daily basis. Programme such as art, cooking, woodwork workshop, T-shirt and cap printing 
and protective contract work. All of these benefi cial to all the service users as they are to 
some degree responsible in the daily running of the facility and these programmes may help 
them generate an income for themselves with a small portion going to the organization.

Cent ra l  Gauteng  Men ta l  Hea l th 
                                     Soc ie ty

The facility, once an men’s hostel, is cantered around a large courtyard that seems to be the 
“life” of the centre. The courtyard is a place for interaction with its users. Sport activities such 
as boxing, netball are enjoyed there. The courtyard also provides small setting areas where 
conversation is shared amongst its inhabitants. A double storey resident accommodation bor-
ders the courtyard allowing the ground fl oor rooms to open out onto the courtyard and the 
level above, onto balconies that circulate the circumference of the courtyard. 

There are 49 rooms that house 2 service users equipped with two beds and a wash hand basin. 
Sun fi lters into the courtyard resonating heat and adequate sunlight in the surrounding rooms 
and balconies. However, the defi ning character of this place is not necessarily its modest 19th 
century colonial architecture but rather the social interactions it caters for in the spaces pro-
vided for people who are mentally ill or intellectually disabled who would not experience life 
in the same way if they were institutionalized in another facility of this kind. 
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The spaces give its user an uplifted approach to life and a healthy lifestyle, taking prescribed 
medication is not a problematic issue in this setting. In these spaces the patients walk around 
freely and are not confi ned in a morbid incarcerated environment. Here, simple cool tones 
colour the walls and multicoloured art work frame wall spaces making the spaces more cheer-
ful and memorable. 

Ward 2 of Helen Joseph hospital is a 72-hour psychiatric and mental health assessment unit for 
adults. The hospital is situated in a medium dense urban environment of Johannesburg. The 
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Views of the courtyard
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The ward, unfortunately doesn’t comply to this act only due to depreciating standards of ex-
isting hospitals in South Africa. The ward is circulated through a single corridor that runs the 
length of the ward. The corridor is dimly lit with fl orescent lighting as natural sunlight doesn’t 
reach it. Due to the insuffi  cient space in the ward, doctor’s offi  ces sit in between patient rooms 
and public toilets, visitors are received in the entrance foyer that is constantly guarded. The 
environment in the word is morbid and depressing. The ward has extended its range of ser-

Psych ia t ry  Ward

c3

unit is meant to asses patients that come into the hospital voluntarily or involuntarily, for 72 
hours then either refer them to an acute institution for longer confi nement or to a specialist 
for further assessment and medical care. The ward can take up to 30 patients at a time with 
two patients, whether male or female, sharing a room. 
The commotion and large unit capacity of a the psych ward is facilitated in a 160m long ward.
Inadequate space is provided for the suffi  cient and effi  cient running of this ward that is meant 
to help patients who suff er from mental illness. According to the Mental Health Act, No 17 of 
2002, spatial requirements are as follows: spaces should communicate clear identity, commu-
nal leisure space, outdoor spaces, visual connection with circulation space and group activi-
ties, and open lines of sight. 
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vices however no additional structures have been made available.

The state of the ward is disheartening but it plans to renovate and improve the space are 
within future plans of the hospital. The current phase 1 refurbishment where simply achieved 
by painting the walls in warm and vibrant colours. Even though this is a small initiative, con-
sidering what still needs to be done to meet the standards of the Mental Health act, the ward 
feels more accommodating and less daunting.

The patients of Ekukhanyeni/ ward 2, even though temporary, also seem to be aff ected by 
these spaces with tame and distant expressions. The environment echoes confi nement and 
seclusion from anything or anyone. As they are passed on to bigger institutions of mental ill-
ness how will they remember their stay? Or have they received their short lived healing?

Vernacular Architecture - Southern Sotho and Ndebele Architecture
This precedent study with focus on Sotho and Ndebele architecture, both indigenous to South 
Africa. The two tribes pride themselves in creating architecture by the hand and is decorated 

Ekukhanyen ic3
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So tho  A rch i tec tu re

The Basotho people are found in Lesotho or in the Free state. These ‘people of the mountain’ 
are custodians of a very rich and unique cultural background. They are well known for the 
decorative blankets, triangular straw hats and their vibrantly painted homes. The traditional 
Sotho home is usually circular capped with a cone thatch roof however in the Free State The 
houses tend to be rectangular with thatch or metal sheet roofs. These houses usually have a 
stone base for foundation  and wall construction to off er stability and to keep out the rain.  
The houses are predominantly built from mud and straw. The architect is both man and wom-
an but it is predominately a Sotho woman’s role too actively build and decorate her house and 
courtyard (1999:152). This is due to the symbolic connection of a woman and her home.
The Sotho house is a metaphor of the womb and creation as they as a society believe that hu-

A typical Free State house

man beings emerged from a cave deep in the earth. The symbolism of the home and its links 
are emphasized during a woman’s initiation where she is decorated in the colours red/ocher, 
black and white. These colours are symbolic earth/blood/ fertility (red), rain/ ancestors (black) 
and purity/transitional states and enlightenment (white) (1998:15) are used in the decoration 
of the house.  
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This mural art is called Litema, derived from the word ‘ho lema’ which means to cultivate. This 
art of the earth, letima, consists of four techniques: engraved patterns, mural painting, relief 
mouldings and mosaic. However it is up to the creator how the techniques are applied. This 
deeply  symbolic embedded architecture is crafted and moulded by the hand. The result is an 
expression of the one’s self. The masterpiece is also buried in meaning, in the form of an artistic 
mural and home that speaks of prayer and praise to the ancestors in the hope that is will bind 
the home steadfast and strong with hopes of future aspirations to come. 

In this way the Basotho woman becomes a master of her craft in both art and architecture. This 
the basis of the notion  “architecture without architect”, providing a valuable example about 
art on architecture and emotive sense of architecture sculpted and moulded  from the earth by 
the hand.

Basotho women initiation ceremony.

Basotho woman decorating her house in the art of 
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Important lessons can be learnt from African vernacular architecture. As diverse as this sub-
ject is vernacular architecture is not only unique to our continent, it has unique practical tec-
tonic skills one can learn from. Transcending ideas of space planning, transitional living spaces 
between inside and outside and a poetic light quality with an intended play on light and shad-
ow.
There are a variety of principals and building techniques that can emerge from primitive ar-
chitecture and settlements. The vernacular is usually determined by climate, soil and lifestyle 
of any particular group of people, these factors determine the form of the building and the 
choice of building materials which is specifi c to diff erent climate zones (1985:2). I will specifi -
cally look at the Lela architecture that originate from Gurunsi, north of Ghana to plough rich-
ness from their architecture that I believe will be signifi cant to my thesis.

The Lela family compound

Plan of Lela compound

Fig. 40.
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The Lela people of Gurunsi have a “fortress” like settlement as described by European 
explorers (1985,27). Their defensive approach to their architecture is may be due to their 
enclosed homestead as entrances into the are not celebrated but rather suggested.  The 
families living quarters are built close to one another however still providing private zones 
separate spaces for each family unit, transitional spaces and shared public spaces. What ap-
peals to me is the organic nature or form of the compound however spatial hierarchies are 
prevalent in its design separating private space and public space through transitional living 
spaces. 

This earth moulded architecture receives its light from roof apertures that bring serene 
atmosphere in the cool, mud plastered  interiors.  The thick earth walls off er thermal mass to 
the houses keeping them cool during the day and warm at night. The roof coverings of semi 
open spaces are put up to provide the role of horizontal brise-soleil that shades adjacent 
spaces. The houses are moulded from the earth with places for daily tasks sculpted in the 
architecture as part of its design. Demonstrating that with architecture made by the hand, 
form does follow function.

Inside a woman’s unit

Section through Lela compound - earth moulds functional surfaces 
                                                             - light fi lters in from above

Fig. 41.

Fig. 42.
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Conc lu s ion
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The observed precedents in their diversity show how architecture can be made as a thera-
peutic tool that can inform healing. They demonstrate how  the built environments aff ect us 
and how architecture has the ability to mould and shape the perceptions of its users. These 
precedents provide the evidence that architecture is not solely and artistic expression from 
its creator and only for the appeasement of the eye but rather it is about human existence 
and experience the experience of space. I certainly think that a therapeutic quality is defi ned 
in the relationship between any human being and architecture which is benefi cial to our 
existence.

Architecture can be crafted to suit the psychological needs that can be benefi cial to the user 
and aid in the clarifi cation of space. I believe the phenomenological approach to architecture 
is what constitutes architecture as an art. Juhani Pallasmaa expresses this in his book Polem-
ics saying “Every touching experience of architecture is multi-sensory; qualities of matter, 

space and scale are measured equally by the eye, ear, nose, skin, tongue, skeleton and mus-
cle.” (1996:28). The sensory conversation we have with architecture on a daily basis is the art 
of architecture. Pallasmaa also speaks about architecture providing the world with material 
structure to societal institutions in our daily lives (1996:28), it is this interaction we have with 
architecture on a daily basis that frames our daily activities and experience of space.

After critically looking at my chosen precedent I analyzed each case study picking up what 
was constructive and destructive in each architectural intervention that could help me 
develop my ideas further with regards to the design of my own intervention. By the use of a 
SWOT analysis I highlighted attributes form each case study which informed my design driv-
ers. 
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>Patient interaction
>Courtyard
>Connection with community
>Availability of group homes

>Small rooms > no light
>No space for physical activity
>Dark spaces in building
>Insufficient parking
>No community interface
>No visitors space

>High crime rate in community>Sense of community
>Public interaction

Gauteng Mental
S W
O T

>Secure

>Insufficient use of space
>No visitor room
>Shared male and female rooms
>Ward is small
>No connection with outdoors
>No visual link in wards
>No recreational space

>Staff can monitor patients at all
times

>Extension of ward
>Create visually pleasing spaces

Helen Joseph

S W
O T

>No patient interaction
>Tall building

>Secluded in a hill>Atrium spaces
>Nurse supervision

Paimio Sanatorium
S W
O T

>Expression of natural materials
>Light Quality
>Sensory architecture

>Planning not clear
>Secluded

Secluded in a hillInteraction with hotel

Therma Bath Vals

S W
O T

>Hand made quality
>Innovative
>Spiritual connection with
architecture

>Needs to be regularly repaired
seasonally

>Weather/ the elements>Connection to self
>Artistic

Sotho architecture
S W
O T

>Hand made quality
>Sensual light quality
>Connected to courtyards
>Transition spaces between inside
and out
>Cool interior spaces

>Weather/ the elements>Connection to self

African vernacular
                      Lela architecture

>Needs to be regularly repaired
seasonally

>Sun balconies
>Sun rooms
>Visual connection with nature
>Large Windows
>Great light quality

Health Society  Psychiatric Ward 2

C
O
N
C
L
U
S
I
O
N

>Light is important- light quality
>Patient interaction
>Courtyard - Central courtyard

-Space for physical activity
-Communal space/ place

>Natural materials
>Intermediate gradients
>Intermediate spaces between inside and outside
>Interaction with general public and immediate
community
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THEORY/  Psyche  o f  space

 -  The  P syche-  focus  on  Menta l  I l l ne s s
 -  P syche  o f  Space
 -  De- in s t i tu t iona l i z i ng  the  i n s t i tu t ion
 -  Conc lu s ion
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The following chapter reveals the reason how I came to the thesis question and identifi es the  
user group of a place of healing. The subject is about the psyche of space with regards to the 
how we perceive space and what existential space is. This chapter also looks briefl y at the 
climate of mental health in Johannesburg and how one can move away from an institutional 
model of mental health can to develop a suitable model for healing.

PRELUDE
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I fi rst met my cousin when he was 31 years old and I was 10. My entire family had never heard 
of him or met him. He was a secret. A well kept secret - hidden away in a remote mental asylum 
on the outskirts of Bloemfontein. He had been living a secluded life and had been moved from 
one institution to another from when he was a few months old. Hidden away from society on 
the outskirts of civilization there we found him, in a cold concrete prison-like confi nement, se-
cured with red bricks and bars, Mareka Mahlomola Mafi sa crouched in a corner unconsciously 
unaware of our presence but consciously aware of his surroundings.

When I fi rst saw him he was banging his head against a concrete wall, his physic and limbs 
shrunken as if he was a child. We all stood around the cold, concrete room in which he was 
confi ned afraid to touch him or say hello. He could not speak. As we all went forward to touch 
him I could not help but notice the big bump on his head on which he spent hours beating 
himself against a wall.

Surely this could be diff erent. He could be in a in a diff erent environment more conducive to 
healing, mentally and physically. He could be in a space where he could have grown into the 
unique soul he was meant to be in this world and in a place connected to life and secure enough 
to attend to his needs. Mareka Mahlomola Mafi sa lived an empty and dark life and later died 
in confi nement on the 27th May, 2011 at the Bloemfontein Oranje Hospital due to the social 
stigma that masks mental illness. 

Stigma, as defi ned by Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary is “a mark of disgrace or in-
famy; a stain or reproach , as on one’s reputation; feeling of disapproval that people 
have about a particular illness or ways of behaving.” Is this how the world perceived him?
It seems to me that invisible social divisions have bred a culture of ignorance, segregation and 
stigma against people who have mental illness and my focus is on the subject of spaces and 
places of interaction for people with treatable mental illness and intellectual or learning dis-
abilities. Such places and spaces of interaction with the public are rare and in most cases do not 
exist and I feel this is the key solution to help erode the stigma of mental illness and end the 
history of confi nement and segregation from society.
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Interesting fact: People with high creativity have similar psychological taints as those with Schizophrenia and 
Bipolar disorder. 
High creativity skills has been commonly found in people who have mental illness in their family gene pool.
Professor Frederick Ullen of the Karilinska Institute measured the creativity in healthy individuals compared to that of 
those who have Schizophrenia. “The study shows that highly creative people who did well on the divergent tests had 
a lower density of D2 receptors in the thalamus than less creative people,” ...“Schizophrenics are also known to have 
low D2 density in this part of the brain, suggesting a cause of the link between mental illness and creativity.” 

(Http://adsoftheworld.com/blog/creative_people_are_just_high_functioning_schizophrenics, cited 2011/10/23)

Mental illness aff ects more than fi ve million South Africans at some time in one year. Mental illness 
may also aff ect any one person at diff erent stages of growth. A report by the Mental Health Infor-
mation Centre (2002) shows one out of every fi ve South Africans suff ers from mental illness. It may 
come as a shock to learn that on average, 25% are general practitioners have a mental disorder and 
20% of high school children think about fatally harming themselves. In addition, many more thou-
sands of South Africans seldom admit to having any type of mental illness when in fact they do. 

There are over 400 mental illnesses listed in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorder (DSM), and even though these illnesses are well documented they are not well un-
derstood by members of society resulting in many mentally ill people being prejudged and 
stigmatised within their social circles and family. One description of mental illness explains the 
condition as being unable to:
…“ think and communicate clearly, learn and grow emotionally, deal productively and real-
istically with change and stress, and form and maintain fulfi lling relationships with others.” 
(Cited 20 October 2011)from (http://www.libraryindex.com/pages/3008/Mental-Health-Illness.
html”>Mental Health and Illness - How Many People Are Mentally ill Types Of Disorders, Pervasive 
Developmental Disorders, Depression, Bipolar Disorder</a>). 

It appears that mental illness is a part of human growth and is most likely experienced in situ-
ations of stress, emotional distress and how one perceives oneself. This can cause a person to 
have trouble in coping with daily activities, relationships and other responsibilities. However, 
in some cases mental illness can be genetic and a natural occurs in the case of intellectual 
disabilities and learning disorders. Foucault (1954:9) perceives mental illness as defi ning the 
wholeness of a person and not what social perceptions would often say is missing: 
“…the illness is a general reaction of the individual taken in his psychological and physiological 
totality.”

Fig. 43.
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The distorted view of the traditional mental asylum from Carla Yanni’s book Architecture of madness

The more we understand the natural occurrence of mental illness and appreciate that it can 
aff ect anyone the more we will begin to start accepting people who have mental illness and 
intellectual disabilities.

Winston Churchill (1959: 21) succinctly expressed the eff ect of architecture and our surround-
ings with the comment that: “We shape our buildings and later they shape us.”. He 
appreciated that architecture has the ability change social perceptions and how we feel in our 
physical environment. Even though our perceptions of architecture as architects may vary it 
is, I believe, the common goal of all architects that their work evokes a human response. The 
human psyche is the basis of how we perceive and understand space. If, as I have argued in 
the previous chapter, architects and their craft have a healing eff ect on the Self, so should 
architecture aim to do the same when designed for psychiatric treatment. 

The history of psychiatry has been one of trial and error both in the Western medicinal and 
architectural fi elds. It was Thomas Kirkbride, a psychiatrist from Philadelphia, and architect 
Samuel Sloane who fi rst conceived mental hospital architecture as a specialized fi eld in 1875 
(Kirkbride & Sloane,1959: 1). They advocated principals that they discovered in their relevant 
disciplines and created certain essential design specifi cations applicable to psychiatric care 
which took account of the “moral treatment” of patients in psychiatric treatment facilities. 
These principles were considered morally just and inclusive of all societal hierarchies. Over 
a century later, Kirkbride and Sloane’s theories have become outdated due to technological 
advancement, however, mental hospital design remains frozen in the industrial age of inde-
structible reinforced concrete structures and hard brick much like prison architecture. Unfor-
tunately, psychiatric treatment facilities are still human depositories where people are cast 
out of our societies to the outskirts of our cities. It goes without saying that psychopaths and 

Fig. 44.
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Art THERAPY + healing ENVIRONMENT = BUILDING TYPE =  social REHABILITATION 

people with untreatable or acute psychosis should be in remote hospitals but more appropri-
ate facilities are needed for people with treatable mental illness and those with intellectual 
disabilities in our “metropolitan communities” to serve people with milder conditions of men-
tal illness. This is particularly important as treatment and treatment programmes for the latter 
diff er markedly from that of acute patients. 

Physiological therapies such as occupational therapy and physiotherapy have advanced from 
the early days of frontal lobotomies, tranquilizing drugs and electric shock treatments that de-
humanized patients, yet there still exists a contradiction between the advance of treatment pro-
grammes and existing hospital design. Psychiatric hospitals in South Africa are fi lled to capacity 
and are under-staff ed due to a scarcity of trained professionals. Of the government psychiatric 
hospitals that serve Johannesburg’s population of 3.8 million, Weskoppies Hospital can only 
cater for 1 000 patients, Sterkfontein Hospital caters for 600 patients and Tara Hospital caters 
for only 140 patients. These hospitals are referred patients by local government hospitals that 
are also struggling with a surplus of patients due to the “revolving door phenomenon” caused 
by fragmented and scarce regional community psychiatric services as well as patients discon-
tinuing medical treatment and therapy (African Journal of Psychiatry, 2011: 113). Furthermore, 
are hospitals for the mentally ill achieving the goal of rehabilitating people? It seems that the 
general consensus of many psychologists and psychiatrists on the eff ects of “institutionaliza-
tion” on any person in is that it promotes a “...deterioration of moral and a suppression of in-
centive to make constructive moves.” (Source?1959: 2). We are today experiencing a crisis with 
a shortage of beds and space in psychiatric hospitals, but I do not think the solution would be 
to build bigger psychiatric hospitals and acquire more beds. Psychiatric hospitals in Gauteng 
that would support the increasing demand of patients needing psychiatric assistance are few. 
Moreover, the current state of “institutional “ care is determined by the existing hospital design 
which, I feel, limits the mental wellness and recovery of patients in these types of institutions. 
I would suggest supporting therapy centres to help combat the “revolving door syndrome” 
by developing alternative therapy programmes such as art therapy, occupational therapy 
and support groups.  All of which would assist in keeping patients on the correct medication.
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The eff ects of being institutionalized often make it diffi  cult to readjust to the “outside world”. 
Thus with the engagement of public interaction and a comfortable living environment both 
the recovery and rehabilitation into society can be established when people leave psychiatric 
treatment facilities - thus achieving the goal of the treatment programme and therapy. 

The environment that one is put into during a rehabilitative programme is very important as 
it aff ects the rate of the recovery process and a patient’s susceptibility to the treatment and 
therapy and inevitably the response to healing. Mental health facilities have, in the past ,been 
reminiscent of prisons as the logic of detaining or “institutionalizing” a person outside general 
society rested on the hope that they might recover and come out rehabilitated. The irony is 
that the opposite eff ect is achieved as an “institutional atmosphere” hinders the rehabilita-
tion process and instead results in patients becoming a refl ection of their surroundings. 

Robert Sommer (1974: 7) in exploring hard, institutional architecture and how to humanize it, 
cites Winston Churchill’s statement that:
“… the health of a society can be diagnosed from the state of its prisons. Today, 
in physical form as well as in rules governing the conduct of occupants, the prison 
has become a model for schools, housing projects, and commercial buildings de-
signed for security and custody.”

Sommer makes a valid point and it remains true today regarding the design of psychiatric 
treatment facilities where the emphasis on security outweighs the therapeutic eff ect. Even 
though psychiatric treatment facilities should have administrative policies, the strongest em-
phasis of treatment should be the rehabilitation of patients and the patient’s well-being. A 
building designed for people with mental illness and intellectual disabilities should be built 
with diversity of spaces that can accommodate advanced treatment programmes, facilitate 
community interaction, establish patient privacy and instill skills development and training in 
order for its occupants to socially adjust in society. 

In order to break the bounds of the traditional institution we need to change the “institution-
alized atmosphere” from lessons learnt. These are:

> Psychiatric treatment facilities should not be isolated entities on the edge of cities and 
towns. Patients should, while still in recovery, be a part of society and not ostracized to de-
tached institutions.

> The architecture of mental wellness treatment facilities should abandon prison-like architec-
ture of high walls, multi-storey brick and concrete and screened barred windows. This type of 
architecture only fuels the assumed notions of society about the mystery and danger related 
to patients with mental illness and intellectual disabilities. 

> Moreover it would also help if maximum security units of the “criminally insane” were not in 
the same facility as that of people with treatable types of mental illness. This also would help 
reduce public concerns and fears about mental health facilities.

> Materiality is another concern. The use of building materials should be variable and not dis-
tinctively chosen because it is readily available and easy to maintain. The conventional materi-
ality of psychiatric hospitals is usually stigmatized by the general public. Thus diff erent mate-
rial options should be observed so that the architecture is not distinctly identifi able as “mental 
health architecture” thus branding and stigmatizing the architecture. 
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> The facility should be situated to allow for community interaction.. The treatment pro-
gramme should enable the ordinary activities to be scheduled as part of the treatment pro-
gramme such as shopping, personal grooming, etc.

> Ideas of “secure” nursing stations, sleeping quarters, etc, should be abandoned because it 
prohibits or limits personal contact with patients.

> The internal environment should look inviting with the use of art work and lots of light to 
soften the space.

> Outdoor interaction should be encouraged and a visual connection of outdoor spaces and 
environment should be experienced from the inside of the architecture.

The design of psychiatric treatment facilities should be sensitive to world of the mind in 
which matter, information processing and the experience of space are fused. As our lived 
reality, which forms the basis of how we use space and interact in space is defi ned by ar-
chitecture and the tangible world it creates around us, this space can be an antidote for 
healing and rehabilitation. Therefore, one needs to understand space as a geometrical, 
physical entity and as a lived existence which is the psyche of existential space. It is ex-
perienced both consciously and unconsciously. The root of every human being’s spatial 
psyche determines how we feel in a space - if it can make us ill or bring us back to health. 
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Headspace was a concept that I came up with during the design 
charette that help to consolidate ideas and words about the 
intended research to develop programme, design drivers, site 
and form of the desired intervention. My thesis focuses on the 
headspace with the approach being to design a building that 
intends it’s occupants to experience sensory  responses that may 
inform healing or rehabilitation both in programme and archi-
tecture.  The concept of headspace also hints speaks of mental 
processing with the subject being mental illness. All human 
processing of the experience of space and architecture extends 
from the psyche.
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On average, 5 million South Africans suff er from mental illness at some time in one year.  The 
rest don’t think they suff er from any kind of mental illness when in actual fact, they may. 
There are over 400 diff erent defi nitions of mental disorders listed in the Diagnostic and Statis-
tical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). Even though mental illness may be well documented 
many people who have mental illness suff er from being prejudged and stigmatised within 
society. Friends, health care professionals, colleagues and even family are usually the main 
sources of discrimination.

In the Gauteng area there are only 4 psychiatric hospitals  and a handful of therapy centres for people who suff er 
from mental illness catering for a population of over 6 million inhabitants. Suff erers have to go into government 
hospitals to attain treatment and prescribed medication.
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Current health institutions are burst with patients but suff er from a lack of resources such as 
staff  and alternative therapy and medical treatment methods. Mental health institutions in the 
Gauteng area are Weskoppies, Sterkfontein that can cater for 600-1000 patients, Government 
hospital ( Johannesburg General Hospital, Chris Hani Hospital  and Helen Joseph Hospital) can 
cater for a maximum of 160 patients, and Tara Private Hospital that can cater for 140 patients. 
These health facilities are under staff ed and have limited resources. Moreover once symptoms 
are controlled and medication is advised by doctors and patients are released, the patients 
cannot access the prescribed medication from clinics as there are no support structures for 
the patients to guide in the process of recovery, therapy and self medication. The symptoms 
thus, represent themselves causing a vicious cycle1.   

1 Information obtained from 22 February 2005 article by Jillian Green in her article “Caring for 
Mentally Ill is a Heavy Burden”.
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The focus of this intervention is to put an end to the vicious cycle of people being admitted 
to psychiatric hospitals and wards by making sure supporting structures present themselves 
in the South African context that can be accessed by anyone who requires assistance with 
mental illness. The facility will be able to provide therapy, support groups while the patient 
is on their prescribed medication and/or are home bound. The programme also extends itself 
as a halfway house and a research facility for mental illness. It will be a centre that unifi es 
dispersed Mental Health NGO’s so as to allow people to fi nd assistance and information in a 
centralized facility.
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Only four psychiatric treatment facilities in Johannesburg, of the four that ex-
ist only one has an out patient therapy programme, which is Tara Hospital. 
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 >> Provide a therapy centre to serve the needs of those who suff er from mental 
illness and intellectual disabilities.

 >> Help combat the stigma against people who have mental disabilities.

 >> Provide a therapeutic support system in communities around South Africa 
and family networks

 >> Uphold Mental Act 2005 to provide suitable and lawful architectural space 
and healing environments 

PROGRAMME PROPOSAL
Object i ves  

P rog ramme def in i t ion 
 >> Needs of home bound patients who suff er from mental illness and intellec-
tual disabilities. 

 >> House various therapies such as art therapy, speech therapy, physiotherapy 
and occupational therapy.

 >> Active rehabilitation programme that is structured according to growth de-
velopment phases

 >> Half-way house recovery programme 

 >> On-site skills workshops and aid with self sustaining economic programmes 
and workshops
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The intervention is predominately an art therapy centre however,  through researching men-
tal about mental disability and looking for alternative methods to help heal the illness, I dis-
covered that other therapies such as physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech therapy 
will be needed in order to fulfi ll the goal of creating a wholesome therapeutic space.  All of 
these therapies are benefi cial programme as they help encompass it as a place for well be-
ing and healing. The multi- therapy centre extends the programme to the local residents of 
Bertrams in the form of a green public space, a library and other amenities attached to the 
intervention.

Therapy

Therapy such as Art therapy, Occupational therapy, Physiotherapy and speech therapy. This 
aspect of the programme is exclusively for the patients that are temporarily staying at the 
intervention.

Art Gallery and artist studio’s

Art is the healing apparatus in the centre and it is also a unifying aspect amongst all human-
kind. Art is the tool that will be used to communicate across all boundaries i.e. Mental illness, 
stigma. The art gallery will help de-stigmatise mental illness and institutions that help in the 
healing of such illness. The gallery will show some of the art work done by patients and home 
bound patients twice a year. The gallery will also show case other artists and the work of the 
on site art therapist /artists who assist in the art therapy programme. These artists will have 
on site studio’s.  The gallery is another way to inform social integration.

Halfway House

The Therapy centre has a recovery house to allow people to begin the process of healing and 
reintegration with society, while still providing monitoring and support . This part of the pro-
gramme is for patients who have either previously in  a psychiatric institution or a person or 
home bound patients that want to gain independence. They will be allowed to stay for a pe-

PROGRAMME RESOLUT ION

riod of 1-6 months. An active therapy programme will be run where on site patients and home 
bound patients can attend the therapies listed above and individual and group therapy.

Workshops

In order to allow for economic integration back of patients back into society. The protective 
workshops will teach the patients life skills and craft skills so that they can develop a skill they 
either have or a new skill to help them earn a living outside of the centre care.  There will also 
be contract workshops that allow for contract work to be done on site from an external em-
ployee. This will help them generate an small income while they are at the facility.

NGO offi  ces

NGO offi  ces are imperative for the functioning of the centre as they bring in new clientèle to 
the centre. Furthermore, mental illness and intellectual disability NGO are dispersed all over 
the city and hey don’t share the same vicinity with doctors and therapy counsellors
.
Day care centre

The day care centre is for home bound people with mental illness and intellectual disabilities  
that can not look after themselves or have no one to look after them during offi  ce hours.
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Medical Centre

The medical centre is a needed to help end the vicious cycle of people going in and out of 
hospital because they did not stay on the correct medication prescribed by their psychiatrist. 
The causes of this may be that the patient is unable to fi nd the medication prescribed at their 
local clinic or a support structure that encourages one to stay on their medication. There will 
be a pharmacy and medical professionals offi  ces such as social workers, a general practitioner 
who will come in twice a week. 

Knowledge centre

This will be a part of the centre aimed at informing people about mental illness  and giving 
people advice with regards to mental disability. This is another initiative to try defeat the 
bounds of the stigma of mental disability.
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In light of the current the current situation of psychiatric treatment  in Johannesburg a ther-
apy centre that would function as a support system for people who are mentally ill and their 
family networks, the over fl ow psychiatric wards and hospitals and help de-stigmatise mental 
illness in a society is a feasible model to help to combat the current predicament that psychi-
atric  health care is facing. Moreover mental illness is an ailment that anyone of us in our lives 
may suff er from, with most people ashamed to admit that they have mental illness, this at the 
height of human acknowledgement of mental and physical wellbeing it is without  a doubt 
that we need to start looking at improving on spaces and facilities of the mentally ill. 

The therapy centre should be designed to facilitate human interest and take into account the 
daily requirements and tasks performed by who are in a therapy setting for the treatment 
and rehabilitation of people who have mental illness. Programmatic requirements should take 
into consideration the moral handling of people who have mental illness in full understanding 
never to dehumanize occupants and isolate daily tasks due to a person being in the therapy 
treatment programme. The design should be considered from a therapeutic approach rather 
than a place of confi nement.

The treatment programme should facilitate for alternative therapies such as art therapy, 
speech therapy, physiotherapy and occupational therapy that are essential and benefi cial and 
an integral part to rehabilitating mentally ill patients. Daily tasks such as walking, cooking and 
gardening are also therapeutic and should be encouraged in the programmatic treatment and 
in the design of the centre.

The sleeping facilities of the halfway house component should be have variation of a single 
bed room for patients staying a short term duration of less than 6month and two bed room 
for patients staying for 6 months.  Men and women will be have separate sleeping quarters 

and a fl oor parent/nurse will have her sleeping quarters in close proximity to monitor the pa-
tients (1 nurse to every 10 patients).

Patients usually have a problem of readjusting in society after being ‘institutionalized’ so it 
would be ideal if the patient could have interaction with society or the immediate community. 
So the design should allow for the integration of the therapy facility with the community.  
Abandoning the concept of purely  isolated  treatment program. Buildings which adjust to 
the psycho-social needs of the user/ patient can prevent social stigma that surrounds mental 
illness, reduce discolouration of mental illness and encourage re-socialization.

If mental health facilities where with the concept of space then many mistakes of the past 
could be avoided, creating spaces for  interaction with people and nature and activity, a place 
and space for mental wellbeing is possible to achieve.  

Desc r ip t ion
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The design is based upon fi ve key design drivers that stem from a SWOT analysis from my prec-
edent studies in chapter 3. The these design drivers are the strengths I picked up from the 
precedent analysis: courtyards, transitional spaces (indoor outdoor relationship) , connection 
to nature, sensory architecture and natural light. Using these drivers I began my design devel-
opment…

Nature meets the street Nature meets the cityCON-TEXT-URAL

> The site was the key design driver as the site is on a hillside. The theory I used when design-
ing this is the an idea I call “Con-text-ural”  which I derived from the idea of how the site and 
the building should relate. The site is takes on a metaphoric concept as being a fi nger print 
which is unique and has a heighten sense of touch. Therefore how the building touches the 
site is an important aspect to the design concept. The two, site and building, need to establish 
a symbiotic relationship of how the building carves or moulds itself into/ from the landscape  
and how the landscape embraces. Moreover the building should not impose itself harshly on 
the site. The consciousness of the two entities induces a poetic relationship between nature 
and architecture. 

> The site presents a collision of two worlds, one that is man made (the city) and another that 
is natural. The juxtaposition of these two world forms a transition “where nature meets the 
city” and/or “where  nature meets the street”.  I have deduced that life begins were nature 
and man meet. Healing and a therapeutic state of mind also occurs in that merger. The desired 
creation is to establish a therapeutic and healing environment when nature and architecture 
meet.  I have interpreted this conversation between nature and architecture to read as the 
language of the my architecture. The architecture that is in the natural domain will depict a 
vernacular, moulded from the earth type of architecture. Whereas the architecture in the city 
domain will relate to the street and the city and read as a modern and robust form of archi-
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tecture.

> The edge of the site is acts a public fi lter and as a transition zone between nature and the 
city. The building situated there should also act as a “wall” that is protective barrier from the 
stigma of mental illness in society and secure its inhabitants. However, this “wall” building 
must be a permeable boundary allowing the broader public and local residents of Bertrams  to 
fi lter through it. It will be a bridge between people who have mental  disability and the public 
allowing for social reintegration for people who have mental disability into society. 

> This “wall” building should also allow for a visual link to the city so that there may be a con-
nection to the city from within the facility. This visual link also forms the connection of both 
societies, that of the mentally ill and the general public. Moreover that the facility, its inhabit-
ants and users are a part of the same world united by their city connection.

The “Wall”- protection The “Wall”- visual connection The “Wall”- permeable boundary
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Arch i tec tu re  made by  the  hand . . .

The journey of discovering the building was one of 
sculpting and moulding the building by the hand. 
The opportunities of the site being on a hillside pre-
sented exciting opportunities of capturing views and 
creating outdoor relationships. The challenge was 
to have a building or buildings that have adequate 
sunlight as the site is south facing.  This gave rise to 
an early decision of having the tallest building on the 
edge of the site relating to the city and the street.

The relationship with nature and the outdoors is ex-
pressed with courtyards in between the  buildings. 
The buildings create extensions to the outdoors 
with the use of large verandas, creating transitions 
spaces between the inside and outside.
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Smaller buildings that house various therapies are 
spread across the site creating a campus type of 
environment allowing the users to experience the 
entire site while enjoying nature and architecture of 
wellness.  The buildings terrace vertically across the 
site while connecting to the horizontal bar building 
running the length of the site. This arrangement 
later seemed problematic  as the building were bury-
ing to deep into the hillside.

The exploration in section was a conversation of a 
secure internal ‘therapeutic’ environment from the 
outside city environment expressed by the shelter-
ing roof. This roof would be broken up into perme-
able and clear opens while providing shelter to areas 
that need to be covered.
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I made a series of models that observed diff erent confi gurations on the site to determine suit-
able placement and positioning of buildings on the site. These models also provided answer 
of suitable heights and distances from buildings in order for the buildings to receive optimum 
sunlight in the buildings. Another observation that was made is that the buildings had to work 
with the site, terracing up the slope and opening their roves to the north. These models tested 
ideas I had shown in the previous sketches.

This idea tested the idea of the building 
being an extension of the strata into 
built form.

Demonstrated here is the idea of the 
“wall” building. Playing with ideas from it 
being a straight wall, then stager across 
its length providing diff erent functions 
that would lead into the rest of the 
building/s.
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Diff erent arrangements and of the build-
ings were tested to get ideas on how 
one could get desired north light into the 
buildings. Furthermore, how the buildings 
could terrace on the site while linking to 
the main building that welcomes its users 
in for the street.

The roves of the buildings were impor-
tant because they didn’t only provide 
the sole function of shelter from the 
elements but they a tool to allow light 
in and conceptually provide security 
from the stigmatised world of those 
who are mentally ill. Thus the idea of a 
single roof was also tested.
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After observing that the terracing of the buildings wasn’t working very well I 
started looking at the contours of the site for the answer. This is when the con-
cept of con-text-ural was born. That the land form would help sculpt the build-
ings and their terrace levels so that the relationship between the two would be 
of a symbiotic nature. The buildings would touch the site sightly and the con-
tours would mould and shape them. I decided to create terrace levels at every 
1.2m contour so that the terraces occurred at a gently gradient and the terrace 
walls could created  plinths for window positioning and the separation of court-
yards and buildings. Circulation would happen along the edge of the contours 
alongside the retaining walls that would follow the line of the contours.
Privacy gradients would also be established on the ascending contour levels 
moving from public amenities to private spaces where diff erent therapies would 
be positioned. The circles represent courtyard spacesIntimacy gradients

These diagrams show the free fl ow 
of movement across the campus type 
facility from entering the building to ac-
cessing other buildings.

Multiple entrances seem to work 
better for the public to fi lter to 
public amenities and another as at 
controlled access point to the NGO 
offi  ces and the halfway house.

Point of entrance - direction 
of movement paths.

This diagram shows the points of entry 
and courtyards where people going to 
diff erent events in the precinct interact-
ing between courtyard spaces.
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The sections across the site start speak of the gentle progression of terracing 
retained by retaining walls that are a part of the buildings. The buildings don’t 
nestle in the earth too deeply.
The roves of the buildings inter-related and shift across buildings and in some 
cases are walked upon.

The stairs curve following the line of 
the contours creating transitional 
spaces between courtyard and 
building.

Stone retaining walls form the base 
of the buildings.
Roofs inter-connect

Views out from building

The contours moulding the building

Courtyards occur in between buildings

Roofs inter-connecting
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GROUND FLOOR

TERRACE LEVEL A 

TERRACE LEVEL B

TERRACE LEVEL C

CROSS SECTION

CROSS SECTION

CROSS SECTION

F IRS T  DES IGN SCHEME PRESENTED
DES IGN DEVELOPMENTc6
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DES IGN DEVELOPMENT . . . .

Moving forward from the fi rst design scheme structured the buildings around defi ned court-
yards. Separating the hierarchies of the courtyards, making one more public than the other. 
I provided for two entrances making the building on the edge of the precinct a fi lter, fi ltering 
people into the facility to diff erent functions and events in the precinct. While allowing clear 
access for people the buildings then became lockable within their private courtyards. 
I re-looked at how the roofs worked making them roof gardens so that they can be tended 
by the patients which is proven to be therapeutic. Medicinal herbs and fragrant plants will 
be planted on these roves adding a sensory quality to the buildings internal environment and 
external environment. The roofs would provide thermal massing to buildings together with 
rammed earth walls that sit on stone bases. 
Light will come from the “roofscape” so that fi ltered, scared light can enter the small buildings 
that are south facing

Conceptual plan

Public
Semi private

Day care

Private
Private

PrivateLibrary
Workshops

Administration
Gallery+coff ee shop

Medical centre

OT+ Physio therapy

Art therapy

Therapy

Speech therapy

Public functions

NGO offi  ces

Halfway house

Sunlight

Aromas
Aromas

Sunlight

Conceptual elevation

Conceptual section
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The massing relates to the world of the natural that is repre-
sented by moulded single storey vernacular architecture and 
to the ideological world of the man made city that stands tall 
on robust columns represented by the bar building on the 
edge of the site. The massing of the buildings relates to the 
diff erent “worlds” that theoretically exist on the site with re-
gards to scale. 
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PROGRAMMAT IC  MASS -
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GROUND FLOOR
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F IRS T  F LOOR
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F IRS T  F LOOR-  REV I SED
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SECOND FLOOR
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SECOND FLOOR-  REV I SED
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TERRACE  LEVEL  B  AND C
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TERRACE  LEVEL  C  AND D
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LONGITUD INAL  SECT ION
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CROSS  SECT ION
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CROSS  SECT ION
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CROSS  SECT ION
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VIEW FROM HUNTER STREET
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VIEW OF ENTRANCE
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VIEW FROM ATRIUM TOWARDS RETAIL AND LIBRARY
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Please note drawings and renderings 
are subject to change for the fi nal 
review.

VIEW FROM DAY-CARE CENTER TO SPEECH THERAPY 
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Des ign  deve lopment

>
>

>

>

>
>

>
>

Move speech therapy Open view to last terrace from courtyard Create a bar therapy building Open buildings to mountain Connection with mountain+journey on sacred hill top

The design will move on to having a connection with the hill 
with the buildings opening up into courtyard spaces that cre-
ate breathing spaces between building and mountain. 
A therapeutic journey to the top of the hill will be introduced 
that ends at the Zionist place of worship which is a sacred 
space with phenomenal views to the city.
All therapies take place on the last terrace D strengthening 
privacy gradients the move from public , to semi private and 
private.
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S i te  re sponses

Contextual infl uences on the building. 
- the site slopes in two directions, evidence that Hunter street was a valley  with a river possibly run-
ning through it. Therefore element of water needs to be introduced into the scheme.
- The site sits on a what I have come to call the sacred mountain with it being in the context of 
churches which are either on the same street or at the top of the hill.
- The intervention also has visual connection with the city as iconic buildings can be seen from the 
site.

The Zionists worship at the top of the hill in nature. 
Their sacred space is comprised of circular rock 
formation demarcating a place for men from the 
women. This place has a phenomenal view of the 
city further emphasizing the connection and visual 
connection to the city. Demonstrating how one is 
part of a whole.

>
> The site is south facing this lead to a decisions being made such as:

- Light must come from the roofscape
- Circulation must happen on the north to have more favour able 
circulation as the journey of walking is therapeutic.
- The terrace buildings should not be taller that 6m according to sun 
study performed previously so that all the buildings may receive 
optimum light.
- The tallest building on the site is on the street edge.

Circulation occurs on the north along the contours. Architectural conversation on the siteBuilding becomes a public fi lter.>>>> >>
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> > >

> >

>

>
The design process was one of testing ideas made by the hand either through sketches and models. My art of archi-
tecture was crafted and moulded by the hand. The scheme evolved from being organic and literally following the 
contours to only following the contours due to terracing and building level changes to opening up to the mountain 
by creating amphitheaters extending from courtyards. To fi nally being a scheme where built form and courtyards 
respond positively with each other. The courtyards extend into the mountain where a journey up the mountain can 
be  taken and courtyard spaces are extensions of internal spaces.
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LEF IKA  LA  PHODISO MASTER  PLAN

• Courtyards are 
extensions of internal 
spaces. They are out-
door rooms.

• The corners of build-
ings are opportuni-
ties to frame views 
through window aper-
tures that also frame 
the architecture. 

• Door openings are 
large to allow fl ow 
between inside and 
outside. Doors fold 
away, slide away open-
ing up to 

• Hard surfaces are 
juxtaposed with soft 
surfaces. 

• Timber screens 
break away from the 
rammed earth walls 
playing on the idea of 
privacy barriers and 
gradients.

• Courtyards have 
diff erent functions. 
Extending internal 
programme to the 
outside.
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN
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TERRACE  A
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TERRACE  B  AND C
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TERRACE  D
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SECT ION A-  THROUGH DAY  CARE  CENTRE
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SECT ION B -  THROUGH WORKSHOP
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SECT ION C-  THROUGH L IBRARY
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BU I LD ING TECHNOLOGY/ 
 -  Con- tex t -u ra l  sec t ion
 -  Techno logy
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“Architecture means to visualize the genius loci, the task of the architect is to 
create meaningful places, whereby he helps man to dwell. “ 
Christian Norberg-Schulz (1980:5)
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The recurring idea of responding to the natural landscape of the site is a prevalent  theme in 
my design from the initial conceptual stages right through to the fi nal design stage. The con-
cept which I have coined “con-text-ural”, derived from of context and texture, has assisted in 
decision making of how the building sits on the site. The concept of con-text-ural is about per-
ceiving the site as a fi ngerprint that is sensitive to touch. Therefore the interaction between 
the site and buildings is crucial. It infl uences how the building sits on the site determining how 
it terraces, positioning itself on the site and how the earth moulds the buildings. This concept 
also responds to he textures of the site which is a natural landscape comprised of trees and 
rock outcrop on the descending hill of which the buildings have to respond to. The buildings 
will thus, have a relationship with its natural surroundings. The buildings in the domain of 
nature therefore relate an architectural language of organic, moulded from the earth type of 
architecture, that belongs to nature. 

This building section demonstrates how I have used the concept of con-text-ural  both in how 
the buildings sit on the earth and the choice of materiality. How it all comes together is the 
technological component of my design.

The buildings are moulded from the strata of the hill made from the blasted rock on which 
the buildings are rooted. This “koppie” stone forms the bases of the buildings. The buildings 
gradually terrace up the hill aided by a series of retaining walls that follow the contours that 
are in some cases cladded with the “koppie” stone from the site. Rammed earth walls fol-
low the language of the naturally textured rock base from which the walls are moulded. The 
rammed earth walls provide thermal mass and aesthetically blend with the natural landscape. 
The roofs of the buildings further echo the natural landscape with bio-diverse roofscapes.  The 
roofs not only become gardens to nurture medicinal and fragrant plants but also becomes a 
light source for interior spaces with skylights that fi lter daylight internal spaces. 

The harmony of how building meets the earth and how all the materials come together fur-
ther emphasizes the conceptual idea of an architecture that is con-text-ural . The detailing and 
the choice of  materiality of the architecture is the building technology.

Con- tex t -u ra lTHE SECT ION 
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200mm REINFORCED CONCRETE
RETAINING WALL

HARDCORE

100mm DRAINAGE PIPE WRAPPED
WITH GEOFABRIC

15mm SCREED

POROUS GRAVEL FOR DRAINAGE

BACKFILL

1000x300mm CONCRETE
FOUNDATION TO ENG. SPEC.

Reta in ing  wa l l s

Retaining walls are used across the length of the site al-
lowing for successive terracing of the buildings on the 
site. The retaining walls are the interface between the 
site and building. They determine how the buildings sit 
on the site. Diff erent applications of the retaining walls 
and wall cladding is used shown in the details.

400mm RAMMED EARTH WALL

"KOPPIE" STONE CLADING

140mm CONCRETE BLOCK

200mm REINFORCED CONCRETE
RETAINING WALL

POROUS GRAVEL FOR DRAINAGE

HARDCORE

1000x300mm CONCRETE
FOUNDATION TO ENG. SPEC.

100mm DRAINAGE PIPE WRAPPED
WITH GEOFABRIC
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It can be said that most, if not all, green roofs encourage bio-diverse vegetation as they pro-
vide a habitat that can support life forms that would be unable to survive on traditional roof 
structures such as tiled or metal roofs. Bio-diverse roofs share the same qualities and benefi ts 
of green roofs, however bio-diverse roofs are designed diff erently to meet specifi c objectives 
which are:

• To provide a habitat for rare or threatened plant species indigenous to the 
region

• Enrich local habitat
• Allow for a space to plant a variety of diff erent sized plants that have little or 

no impact on the local environment.

B io -d ive r se  roo f s
METAL CAP

WATERPROOF
MEMBRANE (DPM)

GEOFABRIC

REINFORCED CONCRETE
SLAB TO ENG. SPEC.

SOIL

TOP SOIL

WALL CLADDING

Oldroyd Xv20 GreenXtra
Perforated Membrane,

 49% Recycled

ROOT PROTECTIVE MEMBRANE

Fig. 45.
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The  benef i t s  o f  b io -d ive r se  roo f s :

To maximise biodiversity germination of windblown seeds, collected from the local area are 
scattered on the roof area. It is advisable to plant evergreen plants in order to keep the aes-
thetic appeal of the roofs. Over time all an ecosystem of plants will develop on the roofs. Vary-
ing depths of soil provide the potential for a wide range of plant species.

• Controlling storm water run off 
• Improving water quality that can be stored
• Prolonging the service of roofi ng materials
• Mitigating urban heat-island eff ect
• Reducing sound refl ection and transmission
• Good thermal properties

SOIL OF VARYING
DEPTHS

BIODIVERSE PLANTING OBTAINED
BY PLANTING

GEOFABRIC

SOIL

Oldroyd Xv20 GreenXtra
Perforated Membrane,

 49% Recycled

WATERPROOF MEMBRANE
(DPM)

REINFORCED CONCRETE
SLAB TO ENG.  SPEC.

ALUMINUM SKYLIGHT

200mm I STEEL BEAM

50 mm CHAMFERED I STEEL
BEAM

ROOT PROTECTIVE
MEMBRANE
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400mm RAMMED EARTH WALL

PRECAST CONCRETE COPPING

500mm "KOPPIE" STONE

Rammed ear th  wa l l s

Earth wall construction is the oldest form of building technology. Ronald Rael in his book 
Earth Architecture states that It is estimated that about 3 billion of the world’s population on 
six continents still live in buildings made from earth extending beyond buildings for living, 
including structures for working , learning and worship (2009:9). It is a social perception that 
earth building are only building  materials for rural environments and architecture of the poor. 
However, due to technological advancement of this ancient construction that earth architec-
ture can now be found in today’s urban environments.  Rammed earth walls as a building 
technology has lots of benefi ts as a building material.

• Reduced CO2  emissions
• Thermal mass
• Noise reduction- and excellent sound barrier. CSIRO sound rating tests deduced a rating 

of 50 decibels for rammed earth of 250mm.
• Durability
• Low maintenance 
• Fire resistant- earth doesn’t burn
• Pest resistant- termites and other vermin cant eat rammed earth ant there are no cavities 

for them to live in undetected due to compaction
• Rapid construction
• Environmentally friendly

The  benef i t s  o f  rammed ear th  wa l l s
Fig. 46.
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Using rammed earth as a construction material reduces the amount of CO2 emissions during 
construction and it has a low carbon footprint compared to cement based materials. More-
over, in using soil from the site no transportation of material is needed, directly reducing CO2 

emissions from motor vehicles. The thermal properties of rammed earth is excellent as the 
high thermal mass of rammed earth naturally regulates the internal temperature of a build-
ing. Furthermore, it naturally regulated the internal relative humidity of a building producing 
improved air quality eliminating the need for air conditioning. The recycle-ability, low carbon 
emission and high thermal mass during the life time of the building means that a material con-

sideration it has low embodied energy than other comparable building materials. However, 
not all soil types can be used as rammed earth as the soil has to be compactible at particular 
water content to ensure optimum compaction.

Cons t ruc t ion  p roces s

1. Form work of plywood 
is built and a layer of moist 
earth is fi lled 

2. The layer of moist 
earth is compressed

3. Next layer of moist 
earth is added

4. Layers of moist earth 
are added and compressed

5. Form work is removed 
= end result is rammed 
earth wall

Pneumatic backfi ll tamper 
can be used to compact 
the earth.

c7
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